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Semmco Launches Inspection Set at the Safety & Health Expo

A brand new inspection set “HEAD6” from Semmco, will be launched at this year’s Safety &
Health Expo. HEAD6 uses similar technology to Semmco’s award-winning oxygen escape set
HEAD10, but it can be used for a short duration to enter an environment where toxic or
asphyxiating gases are used.

The new inspection set gives provides the wearer with up to six minutes of oxygen in a selfcontained hood and provides excellent vision through a clear visor. It has been developed to
allow personnel to safely attend to any problems within a potentially hazardous environment
that, if left unattended could have disastrous consequences. Semmco’s new “inspection” oxygen
set protects the wearer’s head from smoke, flames and fumes for a sufficient period to safely
effect a repair, turn off a valve or assist other personnel in difficulties. And because it is selfcontained, the wearer has both hands free to rectify the problem safely and efficiently.
HEAD6 and HEAD10 can be seen on Semmco’s Stand no. E84 at the Safety & Health Expo.
HEAD10 can also be viewed “in action” in an exciting, staged escape scene on The Runway, the
Expo’s new “extravanganza” running four times each day.

Both the inspection set and the escape set have a unique visual and audible alarm that reminds
the wearer to make a safe exit within the allowed time – 6 minutes for inspection and 10 minutes
for escape. They are user-friendly, maintenance-free for 6 years and meet the requirements of
the COSHH regulations. Stuart McOnie, Company Director explains, “Semmco is recognised as
a solutions provider, implementing innovative designs and engineering solutions for varied range
of customer driven products and services. Our philosophy and vision is “ensuring that the right
product and engineering solution is supplied every time”.

For more information, please visit the Safety & Health Expo, where you can try on HEAD6 or
HEAD10 for yourself on Semmco’s Stand, watch a piece of the action on the Runway, or in the
meantime you can visit www.semmco.com.
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If you would like to use the information from the press release and/or the photograph,
please contact Liza Mullen at The McOnie Agency on tel: 01483 487661 Fax: 01483
487669 Email: liza@mconieagency.com.
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